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Another Editorial, another apology, and again for photography... the
Editorial learning curve is disgracefully shallow. I received photos of the
Mad Hatters Tea Party from various sources, notably from Phil Hendy and
Brian Prewer ( who put together a whole CD of images). These I have
mingled and confused and I do not know to whom I should credit any of
them. If I am robbing someone of photographic fame and glory, I
apologise. My only defence is that my delight in receiving so many photos
for the Journal is tempered by their file-names. Img_0039.jpg is one of
dozens of “Img” files. CDGFlood01.jpg is far more helpful. I can re-name
individual files, but it takes time and cumulatively it adds a lot of time.
With our Chairman not in a position to contribute his Reliquary to this
Journal, the following comments on the Questionaire have found a home
here,  but they are not really editorial matters.  
The revelation that a “Library Extension” was in gestation caused
something of a surprise at the last AGM. The extension had been
discussed, and approved in principle two years before, but two years is a
long time and the project had dropped out of sight.
The sensible thing to do, therefore, was to drop the whole scheme, and this
is exactly what your committee did, but the comments arising from the
AGM,  that the committee had allowed itself to appear opaque and out-of-
touch, caused some heart searching, and the questionaire was the result.
The questions were chosen on the basis of the problems which people talk
about at the club and those which we, as members, cavers and committee
members observed for ourselves.
Some people declined to respond, but instead wrote lengthy and careful
letters. Your views are always welcome and you can bend our ears at any
time (and quite frequently do), but the whole point of this was to get a
genuinely valid, more or less mathematical spread of opinions on a broad
range of precisely those matters which we hear discussed in the Club. We
did not ask our members to write general letters. There is no way in which
we could have analysed 90 odd, let alone 230 or so different letters. 
People have read into the choice and layout of the questions the most
extraordinary hidden agendas.  There were absolutely none. Choosing
and posing the questions was a difficult task in itself and inevitably came
in for considerable criticisms - but the criticisms were all different and no
single question came in for a deluge of contrary comment about the
question itself. 
Charlotte has done a superb job on the number crunching analysis of the
responses. Now every member can see the results on the enclosed loose-
leaf. . It’s highly revealing to look at the Pie Chart of your responses to the
ways of improving Upper Pitts. There is clearly no mandate there to
splurge club major money on any one single project. Two things are not
shown. Several members asked for a “Family” bunk room, both for
children and for our quieter senior members. Then the comment was  made
in various, but similar forms,  by several members, which amounted to “If
it aint broke, don’ t fix it”, that the club is fine as it is.
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Condolences We extend our condolences to Dave Morrison on the sudden death of his wife, Amanda..

Tony Jarratt. Bat Products.  It was common knowledge that

Tony Jarratt, Mendip digger extraordinaire, was planning to

close his shop in W ells in August.  Sadly, Tony’s health has

deteriorated alarmingly, and his illness is apparently terminal. 

Bad Air.  It is that time of year again. Recently Ian Matthews

(Frome C.G.) reported bad air in Cuckoo Cleeves, preventing

access beyond the first chamber.  Templeton also has its problem

2with CO , and climbing up from the bottom to the 102ft level

causes stertorious breathing (even by fit non-smokers!).

Black Rock Rift.  Ali Moody and co.  revisited this site in

Cheddar Gorge.  Previously dug and abandoned by several

groups, including the Wessex,  Ali feels that a hitherto

undetected draught needs investigation.

Theft.  Food has been stolen from a member’s

food box, and recently a meal was taken and eaten

from the fridge.  This was inconvenient to say the

least.  It cannot be assumed that all food left in the

fridge is unwanted and up for grabs, and certainly

people’s food boxes are not for communal use.  It

is not nice knowing that we have light-fingered

members.

Templeton.  A new pump (the 6 !) has beenth

installed, and pump positions revamped to allow

extraction of the water which accumulates after

rain.  Tuska and Jim Young have taken the skip

run to the bottom.  Pumping still takes time, and

2  the CO problem does not help, but digging has

started again, albeit slowly.  

Club Tackle Tommo reports that he cannot keep

up with the attrition rate of the spreaders. Is

someone eating them? The special “20" ladder has

spreaders built-in, so it’s unlikely that they’re

vanishing there, but vanishing they are..... down

from 17 to just 7, so please check your personal

tackle and see if you have accidentally left a club

spreader attached to your own ladders. 

The Driveway   Three quotes have been requested for the

driveway concreting, but no further details are available just yet

as to who will be contracted to do the work, or when. 

Yorkshire Subterraean  Society The YSS and the Wessex have

arranged reciprocal rights. This give our respective clubs the

right for up to 6 members to turn up unbooked and stay at

membership rates. In practive, however, it is both wise and

courteous to ring up beforehand, as the YSS, like us, have

working, and “Members Only” weekends, and weekends which

have large groups pre-booked into their accommodation. Our

contact is Alan Speight  Telephone: 015242 62540.

The PSM  Ropes The ropes from last summer’s PSM expedition

have now been sold, following a bids draw, and the money put

into the WCC.

The Questionaire  Our thanks to Charlotte who has collated

data from the returned questionaires  93 questionaires were

returned  (30% returned anonymously). This amounts to a  43%

return.

The M ad Hatters Tea Party..... And its aftermath.  After

Wimbledon, Royal Ascot and Royal Henley this had to be The

social event of the season. It is described elsewhere in the

Journal (Page 202 ), but it escaped disaster by a matter of hours.

Suitably enough for an event commemorating the great floods of

1968, 40 years to the day after that event, St. Swithin laid on an

encore.  Although the day itself was drizzly, water levels in the

cave were low, which was lucky, as the next day it rained

heavily, and the cave became extremely wet.  There was more to

come; on Wednesday 9th July (the same day, as Roger Dors

pointed out, but 24 hours short of forty years) Mendip was

subjected to 2.4 inches of torrential rain.  This did not cause the

damage of 1968, though visitors to Swildon’s found over a foot

of water in the blockhouse, and the grating covered with swirling

water.  When the flood had subsided a little, the two Marks

(Helmore and Bean) attempted entry, but found that Jacob’s

Ladder was still impassable due to the torrent pouring down it.

Photo: Brian Prewer.
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Changes have been made to the Short Dry Way, the stream bed

below the Old Grotto and to the Water Rift, where rocks and

boulders have been moved, creating new pools and cascades.

Sump I is quite roomy, and foam was reported on the walls in

Two.

Working Weekends Are scheduled for  22/23 and 29/30

November. The aim is the total refurbishment of the sitting room,

and paricularly the renewal of its ceiling to meet the required fire

resistance standards.  So for those weekends Upper Pitts will not

be place to slack-out in an armchair. Many hands make light

work, so lots of helpers please, and there will be an in-house

evening meal reward for workers..

Handwashing facilities A dispenser of handwash liquid soap

has been put in the washrooms. This is plainly more hygenic than

a bar of soap. The Club does not provide towels; such towels as

we have are “Left-Behinds” which Pauline kindly launders from

time to time, but you must expect to bring, and use, your own. 

New Caving Light Biff is going into production with his new

caving light. A few have been trialled and early reports are that

it is a seriously fine item. A full description and price details will

be in the next Journal, but in the meantime there is information

on the Wessex Web Site. 

The old Petzl Duo For the many of us who use the  reliable

“Petzl Duo” there is now a 1W  LED replacement for the

original halogen ‘spot’ bulb. This transforms the utility of the

single spot and is a hugely worthwhile substitution. You may

need to reverse the seating of the LED group to suit the polarity,

in which case the AA cells will have to be reversed in the carrier

case.

Planned Club Trips

Bookings with Northern Secretry: -

Sep 06 Birks Fell

Sep 07 Notts Pot.

Oct 25 Penhygent Pot

Oct 26 Little Hull

Nov 22 Top sink / Lancaster Hole

Nov 23 Lancaster Hole / Link Pot

Dec 06 Lost Johns / Boxhead

Dec 07 Rumbling Hole.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Sep 13 Rhino - both walls for round trips. 

(Chris Binding).

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

HOME GUARD IN PRIMROSE WOOD
During the last war Auxiliary Units of the Home Guard

were trained in secret to act as a behind-the-lines guerilla

force should Britain be invaded by the German army.  No-

one, not family, friends or members of the regular Home

Guard knew about this, and many able-bodied men who

were trained for this task were publicly humiliated for

apparently avoiding the call-up.  Yet these were brave men,

whose freedom or even life expectancy after the invasion

would have been extremely short.

On Mendip, several caves and mines were used as secret

bases, with their entrances camouflaged to avoid detection.

It is now known that one such base was Cook’s Hill Hole,

in the Primrose Valley branch of Ebbor Gorge.  Adjacent

to the entrance to the cave, (a shaft to a lower chamber

which was only excavated after the war), is a small shelter

which could allow two or three men to hide, albeit in some

discomfort.  But this was not all.

Following publication of my recent article on the subject in

‘Mendip Times’, I was approached by ex-caver Mike

Baker, who told me that as a boy, he and his friends used to play

in the shelter.  One day, they discovered a buried telephone

cable, which led them down the valley and up the other side to

a hidden trapdoor. Beneath this, wooden steps led down to a

dugout, with wooden bunks and a bolthole up to a nearby

bramble thicket.  He could not locate it when looking for it many

years later.

This was a challenge, and in April I went in search of the dugout.

After some time, I succeeded in locating it, at approximately

NGR 54204845.  Most of it has collapsed, but the layout can be

seen.  A pit was dug in the hillside, approximately 4.7 x 6m and

2m deep.  It was roofed with heavy-duty curved corrugated iron,

with mortared stone walls at the ends (east and west).  The pit

was then backfilled with the spoil.  At the eastern end an

extension formed the entrance; this too was walled with stone.

Part of the dugout has been obscured by fallen roof sheets, which

allows the construction to be seen beyond the blockage.  This

part still contains some timber, which may be the remains of

bunks.  The escape tunnel started as a low crawl at the west end.

It quickly turned through a right angle, and then ran for 12m up

the hillside to another pit.  The tunnel was also dug and

backfilled, though details of the construction are lost, as it has

also collapsed.  The acute bend would have afforded some

degree of protection during an escape from grenades or gunfire.
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The upper pit (3.7 x 3.1m) shows traces of stone walling along

the sides.  It is possible that it was large enough to accommodate

all of the unit, so they could throw back the camouflaged cover

and escape or counter attack as a group.

Although technically not a cave, this dugout has a cave

connection, and provided a couple of interesting afternoons

during the investigation.  Nearby are the ruins of a small stone

building which probably provided materials for constructing the

dugout.  Its purpose cannot be ascertained, but it certainly

predates the war.  Phil Hendy

A Yorkshire visit by our re-joined  Professional Caver,  Chris Binding.    July 23rd-24th 2008

Carmen and me  visited Lost Johns, deciding to have a crack at

the Centipede Route cos it looked do-able without too much

faffing, and got to Yorkshire around 2:30pm, meaning it was a

bit of a late start; never mind, Eh. Asked the Bru kindly for a

callout and then immediately located the cave - pretty unusual

experience, this, based on previous trips Ooop North. Bagged up

180 metres of rope and a goodly handful of krabs beforehand.

Hmm. That would come back to haunt us!

Straightforward route-finding, with some nice features along the

way, Mud and Centipede Pitch followed and these were very

nice. The funnerer Candy and Shitoil Pitches which are really

free climbs (note Carm's prussiking technique on the return in

the pic):

Battleaxe Traverse was a nice rigging exercise, only made

awkward a couple of times by the trailing bag; otherwise all was

straightforward......... ahem!  Apart from having bagged a 50m

rope for this 25m traverse followed by a 45m pitch (we were

intending following Valhalla Pitch).

..... never mind, I soon found out the rope wasn't long enough on

this noisy pitch when about half way down it. Hearing the

muffled sounds of a Clanger up top yelling something

intelligible, to Clangers, gave me pause for thought; was it

Carmen trying to inform me that the rope was too short

(something I already knew) or that I ought to tie another rope on

(something I had already done) or that doing a knot-pass was

something she was unhappy doing (about which I was

considering the possible consequences while tying the ropes

together). As I was mid-way through a knot-pass manoeuvrererer

and on jammers I thought I might as well err on the side of

caution and pop back up to find out what all the fuss was about.

Up top I discovered that the information being offered was that

the rope was too short. 

Thinking laterally for a moment, we decided to derig a fair way

back along Battleaxe and re-hang the rope, hoping that it would

make it to the bottom.  

Having taken an hour to get this far, there was plenty of time on

our callout for some rejigging. Sorted a rebelay and got down to

a nice ledge, joined by ClangerCarm, and then rebelayed and

deviated the rope for another crack at bottoming this pitch but

the same problem occurred again - was mid-way through doing

the changeover on the knot pass, already minded that the final

pitch of the cave was beyond our mission today since we were

compromised on the available rope for rigging it, but thought

"sod it, what's the point" so came back. 

So, we derigged without ado and returned to the surface for

some much needed refreshment after all the hot work involved

(I drank about 2 litres in short order). 

Note: we shall return to complete this trip, taking enough rope

and liquid refreshment, and reckon it'll take about an hour and a

half each way (it'll be interesting to see if this is about right).

Bacon and sausage sandwiches for supper beckoned!

Mmmmmm!

Day two:

A leisurely start to the day, with a hearty cooked breakfast and

some triple-checked rope sorting/bagging beforehand, saw us

arrive at Notts Pot entrance at 11:00am with a huge amount of

rope (275m) and crate of karabiners plus other assortments of

tackle. Today we also had plenty of drinks on board! Coolerer!

Soon kitted up and down the first pitch and the darkness

beckoned......... 

Immediately to a nice slot and shortly thereafter the second

"proper" pitch; only a short one but the obvious left hand route

from this "main chamber" took us to our preferred route of the

Twilight Zone whereupon I opted to rig the central route, having

masses of opportunity to rig without worrying cos a 100m rope

was to hand!.... (BTW, at the top of this pitch on the way out we

noticed that not only do the walls of the pitch resonate if you

Photo: Chris Binding
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give them a kick with your boot but also, while bagging up, that

a kit bag percussed on the ground, creates a FABULOUS ten

second echo of ultra-low bass! (Far better than anything the

Japanese Drummers can manage with their huge "bongo"!). This

route is a beaut and the exposed traverse rigging and bridging

manoeuvre to rig the main y-hang was very enjoyable; a superb

free hang followed by a slot and "rope free!" meant we could get

on with our descent, rigging the next traverse and pitch on the

same rope with only a "wasted" few metres or so left at the end.

On to the traverse approach for the next series of pitches........  

After a while searching for elusive bolts we realise that they are

some metres above us in the sinuous trench we are straddling

(Thanks, Carmen!), so we quickly gain the correct altitude and

continue rigging; the narrow pitch head opens to a superb pitch

with a neat pendulum move onto a sloping ledge and another

traverse which pops upwards to a level stance and the exposed

pitch head of another echoey "yee-hah!" descent, which uses up

all of our 60m rope to reach a huge ledge for a neat touch-down

and rope-join; we also had to jerry rig a deviation by emptying

the last tackle sack and using that as a sling before continuing to

the splash pool and final lovely pitch to the sump.  Mission

accomplished ! 

2hrs 20 minutes. Now all we had to do was return to the

surface....... which we did, without any faffing at all, emerging to

daylight five hours after starting.  Chris.

The wrong type of water!

During the Easter trip one of our French caving contacts, Nathan

Boinet, took us to show us the entrance of a cave that he thought

we should dive to re-investigate the known end. We thought this

was a great idea until we were shown the entrance, a reasonably

tight squeeze down through boulders at the head of the usual

Herault dry river bed and forest full of thorns. On our last day at

Easter, while Claire was lying mortally wounded in the tent, (the

result of a drinking competition with Malc Foyle and Pete Hann),

Jon Beal and I went back to the cave with some caving kit and

some SRT kit to try and get down to the sump. After a bit of

gardening and Jon removing his oversuit we got in and after 15m

of crawling arrived at the large pitch head, No one had been in

this cave for years and all the original 8mm spits were mort! So

rigging off naturals alone, I looked at the bolting kit but decided

Photo: Carmen

Photo: Chris Binding.
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my Ouzo damaged head would not take the tap tap tap of the bolt

driver! We both reached the sump pool after a little acrobatics.

What a sump pool, deep, clear and large and only ever dived a

couple of times ten years ago. We both decided this was a great

project for Easter 2009. But during the

drive home to UK something happened

and we ended up planning to return over

the late May bank Holiday 2008

somewhat earlier than Easter 2009!

Ferry booked, significant other halves

calmed, well it was a nice looking sump

and after all you do see me lots between

Monday and Thursday most weeks! Lets

face it we were in the shit, but we were

on that ferry! 

We had arranged with Nathan to meet us

at 10.00 on the Saturday morning as he

had volunteered himself and several

members of the CLPA to cut a path

through the thorns and get our diving kit

to the sump. After only a couple of

hours three sets of kit were down at the

dive base. Claire was nearly ready to

dive and Nathan was re-bolting the pitch

with new 8mm spits. Claire was to set

off first into the sump with the job of

relining the entire sump through to

surface, it was not a big sump and only

20 odd meters deep, but still a bit of a

head game going into unknown territory

and finding the way through, not

actually knowing were you are going.

The original French line was in tatters and found in all sorts of

places in the sump. I had a bit of a conversation with two of the

CLPA team when they noticed that Claire was to dive first. 

“Claire will dive first into the new sump?” 

“Yes”

“Will you dive?”

“Yes after Claire”

“But she is a girl!” All looking now at the diver.

“Yep so she is!” 

“We have never seen this before!”

“Well you have now; off you go Claire before they get too

excited!”

Claire’s lights disappeared into the blue sump pool and I finished

my dive preparations. After around 15 mins I set off to try to

clear as much of the old line as possible and see how Claire was

getting on with the relining. I followed a well laid English line

through the sump and caught up with Claire just before breaking

surface in a large chamber with a 3m high wall to climb straight

out of the water. After being volunteered to climb this and falling

off the first time from nearly the top in full kit I eventually made

it to flat dry land and made the dive line safe. We both then

returned to Jon at dive base. Jon then dived and I followed to

support Jon on his dive into Sump 2. On arriving at the top of the

wall again I de-kitted and located the correct sump pool to give

Jon easy access into sump 2. I then helped him into the water and

sat down to doze. The description of the second sump to the end

was not very far and ended at a depth of 20m ish. Jon relined the

sump at a depth of 6m and surfaced in another chamber with a

climb out of the water. Below water the cave could be seen to

continue. A possible way on could be seen above water but not

wanting to risk the climb out on his own Jon returned to me very

happy with our days work. We both then returned to dive base

removed the empty cylinders for filling and planned to return in

the morning. But then it rained and rained all night, a truly

biblical storm that only happens when you want to go diving. I

lay in my tent wishing we had moved the diving gear to higher

ground!

The following morning we passed two other resurgences both in

full flood and with some trepidation entered our cave to find the

water some seven meters above our dive base and all our

equipment apart from our wetsuits and six seven litre cylinders.

As we watched the water was coming up reasonably fast. I put

my wetsuit on and retrieved some of my kit that was floating

around the sump pool and made an attempt doomed to failure

from the start to try to free dive down and at least retrieve a

regulator. We needed more dive kit so Jon and Nathan departed

to go and fetch Nathan’s kit while Claire and I kept an eye on the

flooding cave but we were forced to run away pretty damm quick

when the levels started coming up very fast and threatened to

trap us in the boulder choke. The noise at this point was

indescribable and two shaken divers sat outside in the rain

waiting for Jon and Nathan to return to tell them the news that

we would not be able to make the recovery today. 

The following day, our last in the area we returned to the cave.

Everything was still in flood but appeared to be stabilized. We

entered the cave and found the levels about 3m below the start of

the SRT rope but not moving at the moment! A sweet wrapper

stuck to the wall above head level and above the level of the

crawl into the boulder choke indicated that we had run away not

a minute too soon the day before. Jon had volunteered to make

the dive and while he was kitting up I noticed a slow but sure rise

in the water again, after a classic statement of “I don’t want to

Jon Beal diving the SRT pitch to retrieve our kit    Photo: Mike
Thomas.
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alarm anyone but if your going to make this dive can you get on

with it” Jon was in the water and diving down the SRT rope to

retrieve our kit. After four or five dives Jon managed to recover

all the lost toys and even de-rigged the SRT pitch! The kit was

packed and transported out of the still slowly flooding cave while

I made Jon go and do some decompression after his multiple

bounce dives to 12 m depth over a 15 minute period. We were

all very relieved to be out of the cave and have the toys back!

Even though it did not go according to plan we learnt a lot about

the Hydrology of this new site and also to be nowhere near it

when it’s raining! The cave has been left wide open and a return

is planned later in the year, but only when we get a good weather

forecast!!   Michael Thomas 

 
FROM   Your West of England Court and Social Reporter.

TO       The Editors,

 “Polite Society Gazette2 & “The Journal of the Wessex Cave Club”

Sirs,
Whilst I appreciate that the affairs at the Palace must take precedent in your esteemed publications, may your humble
scribe contribute a few words on a most excellent event held in the county of Somerset on Saturday July 5th ult.?
Hosted by the Lady Alison Moody
of Charterhouse-with-Swildons, at
her country seat in the village of
Priddy, a large party of ladies and
gentlemen, of whom some had
travelled by charabanc or
horseless-carriage, even from well
beyond Sheffield, let alone Shepton
Mallett, and attired in the latest and
finest of fashions; took Afternoon
Tea in their hostess’ delightful
sunken rock-garden called “The
Water Chamber”.
A fine repast of dainty ham,
salmon, cheese and cucumber
sandwiches, delicious shortbread
and the lightest of sponge cakes
were consumed, along with freshly-
made tea from the best bone-china,
our hostess’ staff having brought
gas and potable water to the spot
for that very purpose.
In the evening, the party re-
assembled in the convivial and comfortable surroundings of Upper Pitts where, augmented by friends unable to attend the
Tea-Party, they enjoyed further comestibles in the form of a barbeque, indoors as the weather was inclement, and, with
great thanks to Lady Marion Wilkinson upon the occasion of her birthday, a cask of the finest ale.
The success of the event is no small measure due to the ‘Wessex Catering Corps’ under the supervision of the
indefatigable Ladies Jacky Ankerman, Rita Foyle, Pauline Grosart and Brenda Prewer, and their waitresses, the Misses
Petronella Hann, Audrey Newport and Melinda Foyle. These waitresses, joined by even Lady A- herself, whom, the
gentlemen agreed, is as fetching in pinny and mini as she is in ball-gown or ‘Maison Warmbac’, ensured with great
efficiency that no-one lacked sustenance; not even those upon the rock-garden’s highest terraces. 
Above the terraces, one could observe the water-pipe recently installed by the Estate labourers to feed the nearby artificial
cascade and other improvements so tastefully bestowed upon that which Nature has provided for the scenery a little
beyond this point. 
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The Musicians’ Gallery was occupied
by Mr. Paul Weston performing sweet
airs upon the violin. At the close of
proceedings, after ‘Three Cheers’ for
Lady Alison rang out across the
garden, group Daguerrotypes of the
party were taken.
Lady Alison was accompanied to the
Tea Party by a mysterious lady in red,
evidently by her tiara the Queen of
Hearts rather than she celebrated by
the troubadour Chris de Burgh:
tantalisingly, her dark glasses were
not sufficient disguise to prevent the
company from noticing her strong
family likeness with our hostess’
husband, the Honourable Peter
Moody.
The host couple, who celebrated their
wedding-anniversary only days after
the Party, are of course well-known

for their social generosity such as soirees at which they have so proven themselves in the ancient pursuit of Ninepins; and
our hostess is also noted locally for her kind dispensations of teas to her honest labourers who toil underground at
Charterhouse.
The entire day’s events were pronounced a great success by one and all! 

I remain Sirs,

Your loyal Society Correspondent,

Mr. Nigel Graham

Footnote: 
The party included two families with young children, of whom one young lad was on his first caving-trip, aged three –
well done. Next morning, Alison Moody and her riding-friend Claire arrived at Upper Pitts with their horses, and though
that wasn’t the reason for Ali’s visit, they gave the children short rides as an unexpected bonus.  Guests included members
of the Craven Pothole Club, to which the WCC is a Kindred Club: Gordon Coldwell, Tom Thomson, Jenni & Anna Smith,
Lisa Rumbold, Zara Erliz.

And further to this:
Brian,  would you please let all at the Wessex know that we had such a brilliant weekend.  All 4 girls keep saying how
great it was, loads of fun, food and caves!  Special thanks to all those who prepared the food, "sold" the sandwiches, baked
the cakes, carried the tacklebags and most importantly- dressed up! we have laughed our socks off at the photos!  Hope
to see you at Gaping Gill where we hope to introduce more fancy dress and a new kind of daftness- less risk and more fun!
Thanks again to our most excellent Kindred Club, the Wessex! 
Tom, Anna, Jeni Zara Lisa

Wessex Cave Club South Wales Meet;    Aka the Caving Secretary strikes back.
Day one; A festival of caves in the Neath valley.

Little Neath River Cave

I like water, it is safe to assume I am up for sumps, ducks and

anything that has a high chance of H20 with a low probability of

death. Therefore this was a trip to get excited about, a series of

small yet interesting caves that were situated within a wonderful

gorge complete with a fantastic streamway and picturesque

surroundings, so it was with no small dismay that I stuck my head

in the first cave entrance only to find myself gagging on diesel

fumes. The smell was fairly overpowering and upon discussion

we concluded that none of us fancied a trip into somewhere that

smelled like the arse end of an arctic.  Nevermind then, although

it is a great shame to have to pass up the largest system in this

valley, we had plenty of other caves to explore.
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Bridge cave   Cast of thousands....

This one was much more fragrant and now we were spurred on

by real oxygen we shot down the various grotty little crawls and

thrutches, and just as various (nameless) elements began to start

moaning about false descriptions and lack of space, we reached

the stream which was roaring on through the cave.

It eventually opened out and became quite spacious until we

were stood up and in a large chamber that reminded me

somewhat of GB (although much smaller of course), I thrutched

my way down the streamway only to find myself in a foaming

sump, while the others remained on the right side of common

sense and waited much further back.

I was intrigued to find a phone cable going through the sump,

those bloody telecoms people get everywhere.

On the way back I chose to follow the streamway by a more

direct route, which involved thrutching my way along various

parts of it and nearly getting washed back down it once or twice.

A fantastic little cave with a surprising good streamway.

Cwm Pwll-Y-Rhyd;  Ian Timney, Les, Big Stu, Peter "Jack"

Jenkins, Cookie.

After following the gorge downstream for some distance we

came across a drop off into a deep pool of water with great walls

of limestone on either side of us, at some time it must have been

a chamber that had collapsed and it was easy to see the remnants

of the roof interjecting the blue sky above, and also littering the

floor below. The most impressive sight however was the debris

that had been deposited in every nook and cranny along the cave

mouth, barrels and rubbish, whole trees, perhaps even an

obligatory shopping trolley or two. All had been

unceremoniously dumped here by the kind of force of nature I

have no intention of meeting any time soon.

Whilst my peers tried to pressure me into wading into the cack

filled pool I managed to decline (just say no) on the grounds of

watching too many horror movies centred around suspicious

barrels in aqueous environments. Therefore it remained for

Cookie and Les to ride high on the Testosterone stakes by

pushing a squalid little sandy crawl to nowhere in particular

(although I am sure they will tell you it was immense and

beautiful within).

Ian, Stu and myself decided to take some photos by the silent

pool, it was very peaceful and serene, a reason perhaps why I

will never be able to stomach city life.

After a while Les soon appeared and with the silence broken

normality resumed.

White Lady Cave   Ian Timney, Les, Big Stu, Peter "Jack"

Jenkins, Cookie. Kgnowme.

People often tell me that caving is about trust, having faith in not

only your team but also yourself and overcoming obstacles with

faith in your fellow party members, I wonder why it is then, that

the kind of cavers I often seem to cave with can't be trusted to

even the most basic degree and neither will they trust me in

anything I say either. Therefore when I entered a rather deep and

nasty looking duck like some human litmus paper, with everyone

waiting far behind to see if I sunk, died or got attacked by an

unknown lifeform, I was surprised to see a great deal of pretties

and some fantastic passageway. So imagine then, how surprised

I was when upon telling the others about it, they flatly refused to

believe me, clearly this was a case of people judging me by their

own despicably poor standards. A case springs to mind where I

was duped into leaving a dry neo fleece at the hut in favour or a

wet fleece, on the *good* advice of a fellow caver. Another case

would be one of the countless times I have been sent off down

squalid crawls with the assurance that "it goes". Therefore I am

used to being duped, and clearly everyone thought I was paying

them back. This wasn't so and thus what ensued was desperate

pleading and reasoning on my part in an effort to get them to see

the pretties beyond.

After a while Stu finally saw reason and waded through (the duck

was chest deep), only to be just as amazed as I was and then

equally (if not more so) annoyed when no-one believed him

either.

It was a shameful state of affairs, with Les and Cookie as the

main culprits and we were at a complete impasse, the more we

tried to persuade them, the less they believed us, even when Stu

took photos and waded back through to show them, he was met

with scornful remarks such as "they are from another cave"...

shocking.

So both of us made the unanimous decision to leave the

suspicious bastards behind and explore further in, after a while

it became clear that there were two ways into this cave and soon

we were greeted with a rather sorry sight of Cookie and Les

desperately trying not to get wet as they tip-toed inch by painful

inch along the streamway.

Seizing my chance I made a dive at Cookie and was sure to get

him extremely wet (critical two no less), mission accomplished,

Les was a bit quicker off the mark and scaled a wall before I

could get to him.

This debacle had gone on for nearly 30 minutes before people

finally grudgingly admitted we weren't having them on, Big Stu

was incredulous of the whole thing, what a saga....No-one died.

Town Drain  Ian Timney, Les, Big Stu, Peter "Jack" Jenkins,

Cookie, Kgnowme.

After the shameful episode in White Lady, we made out way to

Town Drain which was a highly unique little cave that wound

down narrow passageways and crawls for some distance, with a

small streamway trickling on down, following Les and leaving

the others to explore another route, we headed further in until the

clean walls turned to a more mud coated variety until eventually

we arrived at a great big bank of backed up mud that smelled

pretty bad, a small crawl revealed an end, that could possibly be

dug out and might even meet up with Little Neath.

We headed back a deviated the route slightly until we were out

in the sun once again.

Day two

OFD, Waterfall series, Flood escape route

Group one; Les, Simon, Ian Timney and Dick

Group two; Cookie, Biff, Kgnowme.

This is a trip I always look forward to although with perhaps a

few reservations, it does have some teeth after all. Finest cave in

Britain and all that, so we entered OFD 1 and made our way over

Loopways which is a fine little bit of jumping and were soon

heading along the streamway and over the mantraps. I

intentionally gauged the depth of the water using my body, only

to find out that it was quite deep indeed, certain doubters

surmised I fell but were most certainly wrong.

We pressed onwards up the stream and took a side passage

towards the rocking boulder where we bumped into the other
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group and doubled back on ourselves to start the traverses into

the Waterfall series, most of it was on wire and was quite

enjoyable, fairly soon we were into another part of OFD I had

never before seen and we began to explore every available side

passage and aven.

An interesting little climb led further up into other passageways

and a half arsed attempt to push a rifty looking passage was

thwarted when Cookie revealed it was too small even for him,

most of us weren't overly disappointed and reversed our way

back to some jubilation.

Soon we headed back down the traverses and after meeting the

fabled OFD resurvey team on the way and Les having a

mandatory chin wag with them, we spent some time jumping on

the rocking boulder whilst (unbeknownst to us until ten minutes

later) an approaching party mistook the noise for a flood pulse

and began running for their lives the other way (I kid you not).

This was quite funny and the amusement continued with Simon

and Biff jumping over a rift some twenty foot above my head,

like something out of a Nike advert. Staying on the side of

caution I climbed up the rift (I am sure someone will remind me

of the name) and we set off for the flood escape route, before it

all ended in tears.

Some fun optional jumps were had and also a bit of rolling

through crawls, eventually we arrived above the streamway on a

wire traverse which I clipped in to, just to be sure. I confess to

being a bit nervous about it, can't say I am used to this height

thing just yet. It was soon over though and I actually found it to

be quite fun.

There was a parting of ways as some of the group went along

Airy Fairy in an attempt to find the Eagles nest, Cookie, Ian and

myself opted for the dugout and soon found ourselves in familiar

passageway. On the way out I stopped for a roll in the streamway

which was refreshing and we found ourselves in the Ancient

Briton in next to no time at all.

Fantastic trip, thanks Les and Cookie for leading.

Day Three

LLygad Llwchwr  Carmen, Les, Cookie, Kgnowme and a brief

appearance from Biff and 1xSon.

Out of all the caves we were going to do, this one was bound to

be the best, it was wet with free divable sumps, pools to dive

bomb in and a great streamway.. I couldn't wait.

Whilst the entrance was a little bit annoying and there was quite

a high amount of crawling, we were soon sat atop a streamway,

no-one had brought a ladder and so a rope was used, Les opted

to use a classic belay technique but failed to impart the wisdom

of how he did it on me, Cookie opted to hitch it and Carmen

opted to hand over hand it (she is well hard after all). Being

clueless, beltless and generally useless I could employ neither of

these tactics and so sat atop like a vegetable while the others

stomped off into glorious streamway.

Soon they had returned via a different route and we made our

way to chamber two, where an epic saga began.

Based on hearsay and gems such as "I've seen plenty of people

do it before" it was surmised that I could in fact take a running

jump off a high ledge and dive bomb a rather deep and dark

looking sump pool.

Being nine tenths of stupid I climbed up the slippery mud ledge

and like in the Colosseum of old times, everyone gathered round

waiting for me to die, Biff promised me a pint if I jumped and

made his son watch, clearly as a demonstration of what you

should never do in a cave.

Being worried of some horrible undertow that might suck me into

a mile long sump I opted for a rope just in case then after a lot of

dancing around and trying not to slip I dive bombed it like a pro,

only to sink into the depths and emerge spluttering like a moron.

After this roaring success we carried on to the next chamber

which had the optional sump, the route down looked slightly

overhanging and there was some degree of faffinf involved with

how best to rig it. In the end I borrowed Cookie's belt and

hitched my way down. I managed to convince Cookie that we

should freedive the sump and oddly enough he agreed. So Les

and Carmen went back up the climb and agreed to meet us the

other side of the sump, how foolish we were.

It soon became apparent that the approach to the sump was going

to be unpleasant, and soon we were way over our heads in cold

murky water, clutching on to the sides and pulling ourselves

along on a flimsy piece of green rope that had been left there by

persons unknown.

At one point the rope turned a corner and had become snagged

under a rock which resulted in Cookie pulling himself

underwater, slightly shaken by this he emerged coughing and

spluttering to make a hasty retreat to a nearby outcrop of rocks,

where we sat and thought things through.

This was becoming a little bit on an epic as the water was less

than inviting and going back wasn't really an option as the rope

had been derigged behind us.

A little bit of traversing and we found where the rope resumed

once more and we were able to walk our way gingerly across the

treacherous floor at which point we could see the end of the

water filled passage and a mixture of debris and rubbish floating

around in what must be the sump.

Pulling ourselves across to it, the water was far too deep to stand

in and so we awkwardly perched on a small jutting outcrop while

we formulated a plan, the plan became a lot easier when I felt Les

pulling the dive rope from the other side, and so Cookie made the

dive first, using his head to batter the wall of the cave in a

technique I have yet learn and shortly after I dived on through

also.

I was quite glad to be out of there as it was a little bit concerning

to dive a sump you don't know and in fact have trouble even

locating and getting to, awesome stuff.

After all this serious stuff we exited the cave and I pretended to

sail down the weir outside like Superman.

After a quick stop at the castle we went our separate ways, all in

all a fantastic weekend with the Wessex in Wales, many thanks

to Les for organising it, it was a fantastic weekend. Dave

Murphy
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The Diau Weekend.   20 - 21 June.

Over Friday, Saturday and Sunday, the weekend of 21 . June,st

Mike, Jon, Claire, Clive, John, Colin and Noel endeavoured to

prove that the Wessex Cave Club can produce a team of world-

class chaoticists (Never mind speleologists). Based at the Hotel

Auberge Camelia at Aviernoz, we booked for 6, rebooked for 3

and finally needed beds for 7. On Saturday we asked Roger to

take us up to the Parmelan at 0500, changed to 0700 and finally

left at 0730. For that evening we booked a table for 6 for 2000 -

and finally 7 of us ate  at 2345.. On Sunday  we decorated

(desecrated??) the Camelia  front area with unspeakable caving

clothes,ropes and  equipment, and the rear with tents.... and 

didn’t  leave until 1700! Faced with this organisational shambles

neither Roger nor Suzanne, the proprietors of Camelia,  turned

a hair. Then approaching midnight on Saturday Suzanne

produced the most marvellous Lapin au Vin and Tagliatelli and

conjoured up another guest room for two shattered cavers for

whom camping had lost its allure. 

Ultimately this was a successful weekend and the 6 people who

set out to do so completed the traverse Trois Betas - the Diau.

Keyword there: “Utltimately”. Between the conception of a

“Flying-Weekend” traverse, back in January, and our emergence

from the Diau on night of Saturday 20 June, lies a saga of

changes and misadventures.  We arrived from different directions

at different times. Noel spent Wednesday morning quartering the

Karst above Feclaz looking for, and eventually finding, the Trou

du Garde. On Thursday he spent day on the Parmelan Plateau

seeking the Trois Betas. He failed. Clive arrived on Thursday

with detailed directions. On Friday morning Clive and Noel

overstuffed their ruc-sacs and humped all the rope and their kit

up from the Chalet Langlette to the Trois Betas, which Clive

found without the slightest problem. The Chalet Langlette

provided a most rewarding beer and sandwich lunch   before

Noel went to Geneva to collect John, who was the only member

to actually do the “Quick weekend” as originally planned. So far,

so good, but elsewhere things were otherwise. Back at Camelia,

Clive revealed that Jon had had a horrible car crash when a blow-

out put him into the Armco, and that the mob were sorting out a

rental to join us later. So much later, in fact, that their planned

camping was scrubbed everyone had rooms in Camelia

Common sense (and fatigue) prevailed so we left Camelia at

0730 on Saturday morning when Roger drove us up the Langlette

in his minibus. The hike into Trois Betas takes about 75 minutes.

So we got underground at about 0900. The caterpillar was Mike

(rigging), Claire, Clive, John, Noel and Jon (Pulling down - and

carrying far more than his fair share of tackle). The Trois Betas

trip has been well described in the Journal recently, by Leg, and

there is little to add other than that we had to cut a jammed pull-

down on the first pitch, and cut out two horrible rubs on the Big

Pitch.  It’s probably worth emphasising, however, that the hike

out in the Diau stream is seriously cold, and with the water

swimming deep in places and at just +4°C , a recipe for

hypothermia for anyone in a fleece. Only Clive and Noel knew

the Diau, and Clive was wearing a Goon Suit (Genuinely, the real

article, over his fleece!), while Noel had a 2mm shortie under his

Neofleece. Neither of them overheated at all.  Noel

Wessex North Wales Weekend. CRTT and other near death experiences.  Dave Murphy.

Instead of the usual dread and mute terror I experience before

each and every trip I participate in, I actually found myself

looking forward to this one for weeks in advance, which was

quite amusing in hindsight as this trip turned out to be the one

that nearly finished me off, one near death experience is bad

enough, but three is beyond a joke. So I write this report from a

safe, dry office, no more than a foot above the ground and

wonder if I shouldn't get some life insurance.

Doubtless I will mention this more than a few times, but just to

kick things off I would like to make it known right now that this

was easily the best weekend away I have had so far in my new

life as a caver and mine explorer, also apart from the odd

potential morbidity issue (which only added to the experience if

you ask me) it was an absolute blast. I shall attempt to do it

justice.

Day one

Croesor Rhosydd With a Cripple  Cookie, Les, Kgnowme

Here we go then, I've had this trip sold to me a hundred times,

epic zip wires, dodgy abseils and let's not forget the fantastic

industrial architecture. This was going to be a subterranean rave

of epic proportions, and so it was one early Friday afternoon that

we set up our kit and prepared for a rather long and arduous trek

to the entrance. Being well prepared I opted to carry all of my

gear in a cheap generic carrier bag made out of some strange

synthetic material that was destined to hold out until I was

exactly half way to my destination and then fail catastrophically.

My two compatriots opted for Gucci caving bags and cruelly

made fun of me as I staggered around praying that the handles

didn't break and hoping that there was some truth behind the

expression "bag for life".
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Feeling rather pleased at ourselves for overtaking some

dogwalkers, we stormed up the track until we eventually reached

the Rhosydd adit, it was here that we got changed and stashed

our gear ready to collect on the way back, as we headed cross

country towards the Croeser adit a treacherous patch of moss saw

me face down and in no small amount of pain.

Luckily no-one witnessed it as we were still laughing at Les who

had fallen over just before me.

I stood up and realised I had done something pretty painful to my

left hamstring and after about fifteen minutes of trying to walk it

in I realised I was out of time (we had arrived at the entrance)

and if anything it was getting worse not better. Most people

usually get injured during a during a trip and not before, but I

played it all down and we made our way through the gate and

into the adit itself. As we made our way out of the daylight and

into the gloom I truly felt relieved to be underground again, the

hot sun and cloudless sky is nothing to the cool darkness that

stretched out before us, and we were soon making good progress

as we climbed up the passageway. On our way past we stopped

briefly to look into a water filled side chamber and I recall

suppressing a shiver as we threw a rock in and watched it

plummet in a seemingly endless spiral down into the black

waters, little did I know it then, but sometime later I would be

experiencing the water from the rock's perspective.

We climbed our way up the slope shaft until a little bit of

climbing brought us to a pitch head that descended into a huge

pillar robbed cavern that had been affectionately dubbed "the

chamber of horrors". A rope was already rigged and some

impressive rope protection had been put in place on some of the

worst rub points, at an earlier point in the day we had established

that a loaded rope on a piece of sharp slate could probably be cut

through in a couple of seconds, this is the kind of knowledge that

stays with you, and almost certainly will haunt my dreams.

Les descended first for a sum total of 3 metres before he

discovered a point on the rope that had almost de-sheathed due

to rub, it was at this point that he dropped the bombshell that he

would be tieing it off and we would have to do a knot pass.

Fine... how do you do a knot pass then?.

I'm all for an education, but not eighty feet up in a chamber

where any form of vocal tuition is best discouraged due to the

high potential for falling slate, if I wasn't worried before, I was

seriously worried now.

Les finished his descent and it was decided that I should go next

with Cookie up top to talk me through it and Les down below to

do the same, I got on he rope and gingerly descended the two

metres or so needed to hit the knot, and after a little bit of faffing

trying to open my Stop I was pleased to pass the knot with no

problems. Truly the sign of a now accomplished SRTer. So

imagine my surprise then, when coming off my Croll and resting

on my Stop I find myself confronted with the rather horrific

revelation that I have managed to thread it upside down, I

quickly explain what I have done and there is a very worrying

few moments of silence before someone suggests that I get back

in my Croll ASAP, fortunately I am on the case and as soon as I

am back and safe I re-thread it correctly and do the knot pass for

the second time.

On the way down I notice more horrific rub points, feed the rope

through a little faster and pretend I am eight years old again on

my favourite ride at Chessingtons.

Once at the bottom Les debriefs me on how aluminium poisoning

from wearing all that metal can cause you to do stupid things,

once this is confirmed and I don't feel like such a plank, we take

turns to take the piss out of Cookie who is faffing quite hard on

the Knot pass, whilst all around us small pieces of slate fall like

rain.

I certainly learnt something from the knot pass, but as we walked

to the next pitch I notice that I am compensating hard to keep the

pressure off my left leg.

The next pitch is a vertical oddity, a very nice piece of rigging

with a huge amount of rope protectors, Les went first again and

this one was much better with me following fairly soon after and

Cookie coming down last. No problem at all and fairly soon I

had caught up with Les just as he launched himself along the zip

wire and hurtling across a deep section of water to a ledge on the

far side.

I contemplated the logic of this for a short while and wondered

if this was the kind of madness I wanted to get involved with,

apparently it was as no sooner had I attached my pulley and

clipped in a cowstail and I was launching myself over the watery

depths and hurtling towards Les. I stopped a little short and

pulled myself across for the rest of it.

Cookie went last and managed to propel himself a shameful

couple of metres before coming to a halt, Les would have

laughed but was busy blowing up the dinghy for the next part, the

bridge that wasn't there...

One at a time we lowered ourselves into a dinghy we had

previously foraged and pulled ourselves across the chamber, the

sunken bridge gleamed away in the depths and seemed to be

tantalisingly close, I remember wondering just how deep it really

was as I gingerly lowered myself into the dinghy and started

pulling on the string to reach the other shore.

A short walk from the shore and we had reached the infamous

bridges.

These fantastic structures stretched into the darkness, rotten and

rusted frames of what once must have taken huge loads of stone

and vast numbers of men, now they seemed as if they were just

one more crossing away from collapsing altogether and coming

to rest at the bottom of the sunken chamber some 100 feet below.

The first one was walkable, albeit clipped into the safety line

provided and I had immense fun crossing it only to be faced with

a second one that was nothing more than a couple of iron

bindings hanging from the roof. This second one was a zipwire

all the way, there was no safety rope on this one and so I pulled

like mad and hoped that the person who rigged this wire wasn't

having an off-day. I remember marvelling at all the tiny shards of

aluminium that were cascading from my pulley as I feverishly

pulled myself across, very pretty and a little concerning all in

one!

The final bridge was part walking, part wobbling and a bit of zip

wiring too, apparently whoever rigged the zipwire hated small

people and so after creeping over the wobbling bendy iron

girders I stretched up and clipped in my pulley and pulled myself

the eight metres or so across to safety and surprisingly.. The

Wealden.

A group from the WCMS including Dep were engaged in the

process of pulling a dinghy across a lake some twenty feet below

on a seemingly ingenious circular rig with one person pulling at

one end, aided by someone else pulling on the other in a giant

loop with the dinghy attached.
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This system looked foolproof and after the usual banter and

joviality that occurs when two groups meet in such an outlandish

place, the WCMS finished their crossings and were clear and we

were soon hauling Les across the lake, once he was across it was

my turn and I abseiled into the dinghy, noticing on the way down

no less than 15 other dinghies all in a bay to the right of my, like

some bizarre armada, very surreal.

I got into the boat with no problems and after a bit of a tangle

with the string my compatriots began pulling me across, it was

fantastic what a thrill, like some bizarre mine pirate I raced

across the lake with no effort required on my part, that is until I

hit the wall.

Things went badly from there onwards and what happened next

resulted in what was to be the second and final instance that day

where everyone remained silent to see what was going to happen

next. Everyone except me that is, who after having fallen off the

boat like a total twat was now desperately trying my best to keep

hold of it and not get tangled up in the string whilst also trying to

stay above the water and get buoyant.

Buoyancy is a real problem when you are dressed in a good 2

kilos of metal and wearing wellies and an oversuit, therefore it

was possibly quite a relief to everyone when I made the rather

brief call to pull like %*& in the subdued and resigned manner

or someone who might well be alive, but knows that he is now

committed to a lifetime of pisstakes and sure enough any brief

few seconds of silence from Les were quickly forgotten as he

proceeded to piss himself non stop for longer than I can tell.

He even prussiked to the top of the pitch at the end and collapsed

again in absolute manic hysterics, Cookie soon caught us up and

was equally as hysterical, and so the whole thing turned into a

complete farce, with my soaking wet self hobbling on down the

passage followed by two cackling idiots whilst the Wealden

looked on in mute awe at what must have been the funniest trio

they ever had the misfortune of meeting in a mine.

Later, upon talking to other people who had done the trip, it was

revealed that the lake I had fallen in was 180 feet deep, and also

some helpful soul explained that corpses float after six days,

Cheers.

We were on Rhosydd now, some fantastic turn-tables and bits of

architecture were a real treat as we had by now overdosed on fun

and were ready to take a  relaxing bimble out of the mine via the

long slope shaft downwards. I really enjoyed this part and

Cookie hung back with me as I hobbled downwards and

eventually out. A quick bit of calculation revealed that we had

done the trip in about 2 hours and 15 minutes which isn't bad

going, I had been thinking it was at least a 6 hour epic and so it

was a welcome surprise to see daylight again so soon.

It is without a doubt one of the most fun trips I had done,

although it dawned on me later how serious it could have been if

I hadn't of grabbed that boat in time, I'd like to think that I could

have swum it, it certainly makes me feel better to do so.

Day Two;

Cwmorthin

Cookie, Les, Kgnowme, Vanoord

I wondered if sacrificing today would give my leg a chance to

heal up, I woke up unable to move it and it was such a struggle

to even put on a sock that I knew an oversuit would be out of the

question.  Yet this was another trip that was almost unmissable,

a rare chance to do a full tour of Cwmorthin with someone who

knew almost every detail of it and thus I hobbled my way up the

track to meet up with the elusive mine explorer known as

Vanoord.. As we were all members of Darkplaces, we were all

fairly acquainted with each other and so it was great to put a face

to a name, not only that, but Les had asked him if he would

kindly give us the grand tour and luckily for us he agreed.

I was going to say no, in fact I am sure I did, and yet I found

myself limping towards the entrance of Cwmorthin in my jeans

and jumper and before I knew it, I was in. No sooner were we in

and we were heading down dark windy tunnels into large slate

filled chambers that had clearly undergone some roof to floor

transitions. This trip had been hailed as an easy relaxed tour

around the most interesting parts of the mine and I was really

enjoying myself. It was such a strange place, the black slate made

the tunnels seem smaller and the chambers seem larger, not that

any of the chambers needed to look any larger than they were.

Some of them were truly daunting, like a scene from The Lord of

Rings, I could almost hear the drums in the deep, some of the

chambers were so vast that my light seemingly had no effect on

them, great hollow cathedrals of darkness that had been shaped

by generations of miners in a life of hardship that few can even

comprehend in these modern times.

I loved it, I loved the rotten wood and the rusting cables, the

smell of oil and the murky expanses of water this really felt like

the ghost of industry and I could almost feel how it might have

once been.

My reveries were interupted when we bumped into SimonRL

(another frequenter of Darkplaces who also runs Aditnow.co.uk)

and a small group of people who were taking photos using very

archaic forms of photography, film cameras. Not just film, but

the kind of ones that you see in Victorian moves with a plate of

flash powder and a black cowl over the photographer and

camera. I confess to not seeing any of the latter, but they did look

like accordions with lenses.

We moved on and up a very big slate slope and into an incredibly

odd part of the mine, all around were dummies dressed (poorly)

in various clothes and I started to notice how tidy this part was in

relation to the rest of the mine.

It was revealed that this was once a show mine and so it was that

we partook in a tour that hadn't seen a tourist in maybe more than

twenty years. It was somewhat surreal with plaques and

descriptions still in place, safety rails and emergency protocols

were all around us as were the dummies. It was the kind of

background that wouldn't have looked out of place in a Doctor

who episode, I for one didn't trust the dummies and one in

particular will haunt my dreams.

On our way back we headed down to the furthest level we could

get to without swimming and took a look at some of the bridges

above us, as we headed back up I took some time to reflect on

just how gigantic this place was, it really was a hollowed out

mountain and all the places we had been shown were merely a

fraction of the entirety of the place.

As we headed out and up a giant stairway that in parts had

previously been nothing more than iron stakes jutting out of the

wall to support wooden steps that had long since rotted, I noticed

that a lot of them had new steps made out of slate upon them, a

project that The Friends of Cwmorthin and other mine restoration

enthusiasts had previously been working on.

It was good to see people playing a part in preserving this

wonderful place and on our way out we actually met some of the
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people who were responsible for it, apparently they had come

upon some metal from an old power station (not the glow in the

dark type I was assured) and were bringing it inside to help with

future restoration work.

We introduced ourselves and no sooner had Les met Jagman and

the two of them were involved in a conversation about the evils

and indeed benefits of insurance.

It was such a great trip that I felt like I should probably give

something back, even if it only meant hauling a ton of steel

girders into the adit, Cookie helped too, Les did nothing and

once we had shifted all of the heavy stuff, we said our goodbyes

and departed.

Day Three;

Ogof Llyn Parc

Attending; Cookie, Les, Kgnowme, Max, Root

Today was to be something the like of which I had never

experienced before, we were due to be winched down a 300 foot

deep shaft into a lead mine that was also part cave for what was

to be one of the best caving trips I have done in a long time, all

courtesy of the North Wales Caving Club.

We arrived at the meeting point some time before noon, the

tripod was already set up over the shaft and a little bit of creative

driving from Les saw delivery of the winch.

Once we had kitted up and done

the obligatory bit of staring down

the shaft and marvelling about

how we couldn't see the bottom I

must have stared a little bit too

long as no sooner had the first

brave fool made their descent and

suddenly I was being beckoned

over to go next.

It all happened so quickly that I

didn't even have time to run and

so it was that I found myself

dangling 300 foot up from a bit of

alloy attached to my harness and

all the while pondering the finer

points of winch operation and

reliability and after some

comprehensive instructions I was

being lowered down, perhaps like

a coffin at a funeral, maybe if I

was lucky someone would chuck

some dirt on me.

It is very surreal being winched

down a hole, it is like being in a

lift, but without floor, walls or

roof, and so you have this strange

feeling of floating downwards

with no sound whatsoever,

however any thoughts of peace

and serenity were soon dashed by

my own swearing as I clipped a

wall and got myself into a uncontrollable swinging motion.

Like a human conker I went from wall to wall, sometimes quite

quickly, often whilst spinning and so this moronic pirouette of

doom carried on for quite a way until to my surprise my feet

touched down on the bottom, I was even more surprised to see it

wasn't the bottom at all and somehow in my stupidity I had

managed to swing into an upper level, and the real floor was in

fact sixty feet or so below me.

The action I took next would have ordinarily involved careful

calculations with regards to fall factors, metal cables and non fall

arrest harnesses, however as I only had a split second to make my

decision I opted for the old classic of screaming F*$K and

swinging back out onto the cable which mercifully hadn't

travelled down far enough to do any damage.

Mercifully unaware of my predicament a very nice lady some

fifty foot (and closing) below me told me to make sure I landed

on the boards and then when ready unclip myself, No need to tell

me twice, I was off that harness and on the deck in record time,

where I sat silently for some time whilst hugging my knees in an

effort to try and work out how I had managed such a retarded

feat, no answers were forthcoming.

The others were soon down with us and then we were off into the

mine proper, this was more like it! and it wasn't long before we

came across some of the most fantastic ladders I have ever seen,

they were rusty and archaic looking, they were incredibly long,

we were going down them...

They went down a long way too, it was great fun and reminded

me somewhat of an underground Templeton, an impressive bit of

structural engineering.

At the bottom joy turned to

misery as we waded through

water that was at exactly the

right height to hit a grown man

where it hurts, this small

nugge t  o f  m ise ry was

c o m p l i m e n t e d  b y  a n

interesting boulder choke that

was the original breakthrough

point for the diggers when they

rediscovered the caves.

Once on the other side it was

plain to see we were now in a

cave and what a fantastic bit of

cave it was too, a stream

babbled its way along past us

and into the darkness and as

we sat and waited for the

others we took some time to

observe the various writings

and signatures left by the

original miners along the cave

wall (bloody vandals!).

I took a quick detour to check

out The Quarry, which was a

series of large natural caverns

that were almost of OFD

proportions and then it was

back to join the others for the

round trip.

When we had conned Root and

Max into doing this trip the previous night, we did so on the

guarantee that there was absolutely no crawling whatsoever,

unfortunately this was based on Les's memory and the one thing

I have come to expect from Les is complete and utter memory

failure when it comes to anything unpleasant within a cave. Thus
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in terms of unpleasantness Root and his bad knee had hit the

jackpot, it has been a long time since I have witnessed such

crawling and every bit of upright standing seemed to be punished

with another fifty metres of horizontal mud caked misery, throw

some injuries into the mix and you have an entire choir of

moanings.

Luckily I had knee pads and so I quite enjoyed it all, a lot of the

passages where you could stand up were fantastic and even

sliding down thick gloopy mud banks was a lot of fun. After a

good amount of caving we reached an awkward climb with two

ropes hanging down with loops tied in them for footholds, Root

was quite tired and so a lifeline was rigged and lowered down to

him, Cookie and myself waited at the bottom to help with

footholds (it was a very awkward step up), once Root was ready

he began to climb up at which point the helpful souls

at the top gave him some welcome assistance although

sadly cutting off his oxygen supply in the process.

Root, deciding that breathing was more important than

altitude made frantic gestures and croaking sounds

until he was lowered down and had recovered himself

adequately for a second try (Breathe godamnit man!).

There was no further problems and he flew up the

rope, quickly followed by myself who after witnessing

the aforementioned debacle opted to stay well clear of

the lifeline. Once we had recovered and taken a short

rest we found that there was a lot more caving to do,

this truly was a fantastic trip, I really didn't expect it to

be quite so big! It wasn't long before we had rejoined

the very pretty streamway and were confronted with

about 60 foot of steep and slippery mud bank which

was to be our final obstacle. One at a time we climbed

our way up whilst gripping the rope and for one scary

moment Root found himself heading back down at a

far greater velocity than he had gone up, he reacted

quickly and managed to catch the rope, averting

disaster and at the very least a lot of pisstakes.

Fairly soon we had gone full circle and completed the

round trip and whilst some of the group went to look

at Boulder inlet, Root and myself headed upwards

towards the winching point. A short time later and I

was heading back up the 300foot shaft and hoping to

god my head didn't get pulled off or some other such

freak occurrence that only seemed to happen to me!.

Fortunately it was a fantastic ride up and very

relaxing, I was very glad to see the guys at the top

however, and once I had unclipped and moved away,

I made sure to thank them for sitting out in the rain

and making all of this possible for us, the NWCC were

a fantastic bunch and I can't thank them enough for

not only the winch but also the superbly led round trip

which ranks highly as one of the best trips I have done

in terms of interest and variety.

Day Four;

Ogof Llyn Ddu

Attending; Les, Kgnowme, Cookie, Root, Max

This little gem had several access restrictions, not only did you

need a key but also a crowbar and so for the first time perhaps

ever I got to see the two work in harmony and after ten minutes

of struggling by the kind folks at the NWCC the gate was open

and the darkness beckoned us inwards. The NWCC had a dig to

attend to in ODB and so we said our goodbyes and parted

company, I crawled on ahead and fairly soon the passage opened

out and we entered a large low chamber with a stream running

slowly through it.

I followed the streamway some distance until I met Les and

Cookie coming the other way and it was discovered that it

sumped, at least at that end, therefore we headed back to try the

upstream route and we were rewarded with some very nice

pretties.

Incredibly pretty calcite dams were flanked by scores of stal and

as we waded upstream (at times it got pretty deep) it was a

fantastic sight to behold, as is usually the case, all good things

come to an end and so it was that we were soon crawling in thick

gloopy mud wondering how it had come to this.  What looked

very much like a sump proved to be an uncomfortable duck as I

followed Cookie through and took the time to hide on the other

side so as the others would have no choice but to do the same.

Mission accomplished, now everyone was muddy, wet and

miserable together, including Max who had left his helmet back

at the halls and was now sporting a very muddy looking bobble

hat (donated by the South Wales I'm told).

The sump looked rather deep and non free-divable and so we

slithered our way back through the mud and the duck until we
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were int he land of pretties once again, after a lot of photography

we headed out and we all agreed that this was a very pretty little

cave with big potential to join up with two of the other big caves

nearby.

Truly a fantastic weekend, maybe the best I have ever had in

terms of experiences, history and learning things. Huge thanks go

to Les for organising it all, Vanoord, the North Wales, Wendy

and anyone else that helped make it the trip that it was. 

Dave Murphy.

Christopher Binding   re-joining member
Robert Gannicott   re-joining member
Deborah Morgenstern   re-joining member
Nigel Jackson   re-joining member
Guy Briggs
Kay Chambers
Edward Popham
Chrs & Marina Szabady (joint members)
John Wren
Matthew Jones

Saturday May 24 2008 Charterhouse Cave Pet Hann, Nigel

Graham, Pete and Ali Moody.  

Pete M did a sand carry in and the exited for the surface (wise

man). Pete Hann worked on the by-pass to the traverse below the

ruckle. Ali started stabilising the bottom section of the ruckle

while Nigel mixed cement non-stop until we ran out of sand. We

then continued downstream so that Mr. H could resume work on

a dig off the right-hand inlet passage before the Narrows.

Leaving Pete to this Nigel and Ali went off to check another

passage, returning to find that not only had Pete managed to get

into open passage, but in the process had done a good job of

sealing himself in when the entrance boulders slid down to join

him. We eventually agreed to dig him out after a little

persuasion!  The new passage runs parallel to the inlet in a

downstream direction and after making the entrance safer Ali was

able to push it for 9 metres to where it became too tight. Ali

Saturday May 31 2008  Charterhouse Cave Ali, Pete Hann,

Nigel, Biff. 

Photo trip to the Aragonite Streamway to start getting some pics

for Hidden Earth.  After a few problems with flash guns Pete

photgraphed from just below the Traverse to just before the

right-hand inlet. The cave was very wet and we also took the

opportunity of photographing the Confluence under these

conditions. Ali and Bif then continued downstream to the sump.

There had clearly been a considerable amount of water down the

cave following the heavy rain last Thursday; many of the foot

marks had been washed away and a considerable amount of foam

on the roof of the final 100 metres of the crawl before the gravel

bank. Quite sobering. At the sump there was foam on the roof

like Swildons Sump 1 after heavy rain, but no evidence of the

water  backing up, which is a very promising sign. Ali

Thursday June 5 2008  Charterhouse Cave Pete and Ali

Moody, John Cooper. 

Having spent the last few weeks trying to sort out the queries

arising from the 1983 survey figures we decided that the only

way to resolve them was to run another line survey from the

entrance to the first station of the new survey in Singing Stal. The

last four summers spent on the Swildons Book and now this one

down Charterhouse! Ali

Thursday June 5 2008 Charterhouse Cave.  Mark, Bean, Mak,

Biff. 

5 BDH of sand and one bag of Cement delivered to the Old Gate.

Pleased to see the cave dry, and that the wet crawl to Singing Stal

wasn’t !  Mark.

Saturday June 7 2008  Charterhouse Cave Ali, Jon Williams,

Russ Brooks (who was trying on the cave for size) and Pete

Moody (cement carry).. 

NB . Nigel Graham was excused Charterhouse and his usual

cementing duties, as he had cut his  hand during the week

(resulting in 9 stitches) and produced a satisfactory “Sick Note”.

Unfortunately Russ didn’t fit through the gate squeeze and made

an early exit to enjoy the sun.  We transported 3, 4' lengths of
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ladder down the cave, plus 2 containers of cement. Taking

advantage of the rigid ladder Pete and Ali stopped to re-check

the high-level passage on the bend just before the lower passage

opens out below the Citadel, but this passage quickly closes to a

choked rift about 10 cms wide, and is not a digging prospect.

Mark and Bean, as part of their fitness training for the summer

(assisted by Mak and Biff on occasions) had very kindly agreed

to deliver sand to the boulder ruckle gate and this sand was

moved on through the ruckle. The fixed ladder was installed and

work starred on pushing through the by-pass to the boulder

ruckle pitch, which would avoid an extremely dangerous section

of “Hanging Deaths” above the 4 m climb.  By the end of the ses

sion the by-pass was opened, but at least another couple of

sessions will be required to stabilise this route and also to enlarge

it slightly. Tourist trip for Jon to the start of the Narrows before

exiting. Ali

Sunday June 8 2008  Charterhouse Cave Pet and Ali Moody,

Biff. 

The survey completed on 5 July pulled up a m ajor discrepancy

with the 1983 surven and a concern had arisen following the

previous trip that the two Wessex clinos give readings of

between 1 and 1.5 degrees difference Fortunately after some

careful checking we determined that  the one we had been using

for all the recent survey work was correct.  With a different

person taking the readings the intention of this trip was to re-

survey, to double-check on the readings, particularly the depth.

This survey confirmed Thursday’s readings (with only a 4 cm

difference in depth between them and means that the 1983

version had an error. 

The revised figures show an OD at the sump of 69m, giving a

depth of 186 m (610 ft) - which makes Charterhouse 4 m deeper

than Wookey Hole and hence Mendip’s deepest cave. Ali

Monday June 9 2008 Carno Adit. Fiona, Andrew, Andy. 

Had an excellent trip into Carno. This cave is qu;ite different

from any other - lots of different types of cave all in one. It keeps

you very busy the whole time. Climbing, crawling, chokes... it’s

all there.  Not a difficult cave, but relentless, compact and long.

Very muddy in places “Southern Discomfort”, some sticky and

some careful caving needed where it was just so slippery - trying

to suck you into the deep rifts lurking for your destruction. The

entrance is a one mile adit. Quite impressive as you can see

daylight from one end to the other. Fiona.

Wednesday June 11 2008 Charterhouse Cave. Mark & Bean.

Trip to do some preparatory rigging for photo. trip by Ali. Bean

was pushed to the front and made good work of the 50' free-

climb up, and soon had the ladder in place for me to inspect his

handiwork. Job done. Mark.

Thursday June 12 2008  Charterhouse Cave Mark, Mak, Bean

and Biff. 

Bored yet?  Another 6 containers of sand delivered to the old

gate. Lovely and dry, but it certainly is a gear wrecker though!

Mark

Thursday June 12 -   Tuesday June 17 2008 Hurtle Pot Fiona,

Elaine. 

I had four lovely dives in Hurtle this week. Went up for the CDG

training camp and the weather was dry and sunny all week long.

the vis. In Hurtle was the best I’ve ever seen over my four dives.

I swam down the wall and up the other side to Jingle Jungle

Junction and it was just so clear that it was a real pleasure to be

there. Even the usually very muddy slope was dry and easy to get

kit up and down. On one of the dives I had a lovely swim into

Joint. It was great to meet all the other divers at the training camp

and spend some quality time diving with Elaine. On the Friday

we had a fab day in Capery (?) Excellent vis. We also went for

a paddle in the river at Kirby Lonsdale  - vis not so good, rather

like Pea Soup!. All in all a cracking week. Fiona.

Sunday June 22 2008 Swildons. Bat Dig Tom, Sarah, Ali &

Hatstand. 

Despite being a day of rest, set off before the crack of noon! The

pace was slowed rather by the large and very heavy bags that

everyone was carrying - except me, who seemed to get off lightly

with just a crowbar. However I even managed to forget it, when

passing the Mud Sump, being  distracted by lying in the water

passing the bags through. I’d never been to Shatter Pot - really

must spend some time exploring this bit somewhen.  Tom keen

to check out the roof with the mighty Scruion. Eventually after

some wriggling and swearing at the bags we got to the dig.

Simon was right! Wait..... what am I thinking?! Tom and I had

mild headaches on arrival and  some discussion was had on

whether the air was bad or we were unfit and hungover. Ali and

I then caved out, leaving Tom working away with Sarah.

Hatstand

As above, continued......... Spent some time Hilti capping up the

calcited tube. Slow work and not very effective as it seems to be

too soft to fire the caps - they just get pushed in and are hard to

fire. Still good progress made with the hammer and chisel

removing old (15 years!) Bang debris. Good fresh air at dig face:

elsewhere in Shatter Series the air is very poor. Tom

Saturday June 14 2008  Charterhouse Cave Ali, Tony Moody,

Andy Farrant, Jon Tulling.

A geological trip to get Andy’s opinion on the new extension.

Unfortunately Tony didn’t make it through the Narrows, getting

beaten by the second pinch point. Andy became very excited by

the fossil passage beyond the Frozen Cascade, believing it to

probably be formed on the 70 - 75m water table, which is the

same level as the phreatic passages at the bottom of Rhino Rift.

We wait in anticipation for Andy’s thoughts on Charterhouse.

But in the meantime I received the following Email: “Thanks for

a cracking trip down Charterhouse. It’s proved a few things. (1)

I’m thinner than Tony and (2) I’m not very fit! The bruises are

subsiding and I no longer ache!”

Thursday June 19 2008  Charterhouse Cave Ali and Pete

Moody, John Cooper, Pete Hann.

Trip to survey and tie-in various odds and sods, and also to

survey the passage beyond the Frozen Cascade. Line survey now

completed...... yet another 6 hour trip. Ali

Saturday June 21 2008  Charterhouse Cave Ali, Pete Hann,

Nigel, Biff.

Photo trip into the old cave to get some pics for Hidden Earth.

Mark and Bean had recently re-climbed up   to the balcony, 50ft

above the Citadel and left a ladder in place for us, which allowed

Mr. Hann to retake his excellent shot across the Citadel using a
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digital camera. Particular thanks to Bean who led the climb.... it’s

a very long way down from up there! The balcony is definitely

just an alcove sloping up to hou lders and ther isn o obvious way

on from this point. Ali 

Thursday June 26 2008 Bone Hole.  Phil Hendy, Chris Castle,

Rich Hobbs.

Good to explore a cave for the first time without the benefit of a

survey. All holes examined and we found our way down Skull

Slope and into West Rift, exploring various holes in the floor. A

very pretty cave - the roof of Skull Slope is packed with

stalactites and there are plenty of curtains. A pity that as much

has been marred by muddy hands (totally unnecessary) and no

sign of any attempt at taping. So much for controlled access and

a leader system! Phil

Tuesday July 1 2008 Charterhouse Cave .  Mark and Mak.

Another 4 BDH of Sand delivered to the Old Gate. Cave very

wet this time. Mark.

Wednesday 30th July 2008  Portland, Sandy Hole, Chris

Binding, Carmen.

A recce with Carmen, in advance of doing a trip here with some

of the dinkier Wexers in due course; we sauntered around for a

look-see just to check the cave existed and then got our kit once

we found what we were looking for. All pretty straight forward,

with a short (but slightly awkward) climb into the entrance.

Sandy Hole soon becomes clearly mis-named; two descriptive

words, granted, but one of which is inaccurate. Clue: it's not

sandy.  Mostly crawling (some flat out) eventually leads to some

squeezes and simple thrutchy climbing.

Hot work; some water is a good idea.  There are a coupla places

where you can stand up(!) but it's mostly stooping, crawling and

more crawling.

We got to an interesting rift traverse (15m?) which was a tadski

thrutchamondo. More enjoyable if you don't bring a bag. We had

one each. Doh. No photos. Too much sweat and not enough

room for that. After another year of crawling we eventually spot

daylight.The exit is a hole in the cliff, about 65' off the deck,

requiring an abseil. Very picturesque.

We now know where it is, where to park, how to get in, where to

go, what to take and, more importantly, what not to take, and

how to get out and back again!  About a 3 hour trip including

time for drink stops/pics. Chris

Some time ago I mentioned that we cavers had our very own

disease; “African Caver’s Disease”, but  there is another African

caver’s disease, and it is far more lethal than the ‘benign’

Histoplasmosis of which I spoke. If you go caving in Africa you

may encounter Marburg haemorrhagic fever (also known as

Green Monkey Disease) It is related to Ebola and originates in

Uganda and Eastern Congo. And no guesses, our old friends the

cave dwelling bats are the carriers. A Dutch lady died from it this

July after visiting a Ugandan cave, and previously two tourists to

the more accessible and popular Kitum caves in Kenya had

succumbed to it, so it is real threat, if somewhat distant from

Upper Pitts. At least in African caves you are unlikely to

encounter hypothermia  So from something hot and exotic which

none of you is likely to encounter to a hazard which we have all

encountered underground....... cold. Being feverishly hot from

the Marburg is part of its lethality. Being chilled by Swildons can

be equally lethal, and was responsible for Swildons’ only fatality.

Cavers are a tough lot, but even the toughest have no option that

their bodies only function properly between 37/C (98.6/F) and

35/ (95/F). Anything less than that and you are clinically

“Hypothermic”. Much colder than that and you are dead. When

your body gets cold, the normal response is to shiver (which is

just exercise to generate hear) and to restrict blood flow to the

skin (and hence minimise further heat loss).  In hypothermia,

these responses are not enough to maintain body temperature,

and they drain energy reserves at the same time. It is when heat

loss exceeds heat generation that hypothermia develops. As

always, your brain suffers first from the slowed transfer of

oxygen, and  you need to watch out for the 'umbles': stumbles,

mumbles, fumbles and grumbles. And you may be surprised to

know that whenever shiver, you are already mildly hypothermic.

As your temperature falls below 35/C (95/F), your shivering may

become violent and spasmodic and your behaviour, illogical with

an “I don't care' attitude”.

Shivering is the best symptom to assess hypothermia. If you can

stop shivering, your hypothermia is only mild. If you can't it’s

severe. If (in the same conditions) you stop shivering completely,

then you are dangerously  hypothermic and on the downslope

towards death. In a rescue situation you now have a marvellous

recovery method which is “Inhalation rewarming” delivering heat

directly to  the head, neck, your lungs (your critical  core)

through rebreathing warm, water-saturated air or oxygen. Injury

or being flood-trapped may create a hypothermia emergency

rescue, but otherwise Neoprene and fleecies ought to  make it as

rare as Marburg Fever. Hmmmmm I wish. I wish. I wish.
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Almost didn’t appear for this issue, the batteries were flat and it

needed re-charging. Amidst the swirling rumours at ear level on

Mendip, however it appears that Ali, with unselfish generosity,

has allowed the Wessex contingent of the YSS hard men to use

Charterhouse cave for some bag-drag fitness training. Apparently

they are off to see televised fame and glory (to be shared with 50

or so others of that ilk) in some vile Pyrenean profundity. Then

the in-house Wessex overseas exploits have included two Trois

Betas trips recently. On the first, two of Tommo’s favourite ropes

were seriously vandalised. On the second Biff’s new hyper-light

lasered off a chunk of Trois Betas limestone, which smote Mak’s

 camera case.... some 50 metres below. Lucky or unlucky Mak....

? Elsewhere the search for a Templeton-proof pump continues....

watch this space but don’t hold your breath! Phil is still

entertaining the great unwashed on the Cheddar lecture circuit,

so Big Stu is putting in unpaid weekend overtime at Upper Pitts

looking after visitors permits and keys, while Kev and Cookie

a r e

quaffing Ouzo and soaking up some U-Vs looking for Wessex

friendly voids in Greek limestone. 

As at 22 July 2008
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U.B.S.S.N/L Series 3 #8 (Winter 08), #9 (Summer 08) (Burrington WWII archaeology, Charterhouse Cave, G.B. Cave
Bat Dig)
Wittenburg Univ. Spel. Soc. (USA) ‘Pholeos’ 26, 1,2 (May 08)
Hong Meigui Yunnan Resurgences 2004 Expedition Report (15  January – 9  th th

February 2004) / Hong Meigui Yunnan 2004 Expedition Report (5  July – 24  August 2004)th th

Memoirs of a Moldywarp. P. Ryder 2008 (Yorkshire caves and surveys). 
Donated N. Graham

The Mlwr Tunnel (Brigillt to Loggerheads)  2  Edn. (Colour) 2008nd

Donated D. Cooke
Wessex Cave Club Caving Logbook 2006-2007 (CD-ROM version, with list of caves)

Postscript It is inevitable that the complexities of layout and “Desk-Top” publishing occasionally lead to an “Odd”
page. This is only the second such occasion since Journal 302. It does, however, present an opportunity to publish some
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item that would not normally find space in the Journal, or to print some outstanding photograph not directly associated
with the Journal contents, although ideally they may have been omitted from an earlier one for lack of space. I am very
happy to have a stock of these...... so if you have any, then please let me have them as “Library” items for this purpose.
The name of the game is print quality, and this depends on the Monochrome version of your photograph. The cover of the
last Journal, 311, for example, is worth studying for the greyscale graduation, detail and contrast - all of which are
perfection. Judy Hewins produced  this working from a standard compact digital camera original. 

Classic Eldon Hole.                                            Photo: Clive Westlake
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 Boreham Cave                                                                                            Photo: Clive Westlake
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